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with these changes, psim can be part of your incident management process, to help determine the progression of events and aid in the recovery process. the future is here, and we
are excited to see what people can do with the new features in this version. we hope this release helps you to be ready for whatever the future may bring. a psim-based

infrastructure would be able to automatically detect and identify anything within the facility, report abnormal conditions, and/or take appropriate action to prevent or mitigate any
problem. this means that the foundation of physical security can be built upon an automated, scalable system that is optimized to detect and prevent problems in real-time. this
type of foundation can be built from the ground up, or retrofitted to existing systems. regardless of which option is chosen, a psim will do a lot of work behind the scenes to keep

you informed and up to date. in this way, it can also make your job easier. anyone who needs to keep a watchful eye on their physical assets can use a psim system. for example, a
psim can be used in a hospital to monitor its parking lots, entrances, and equipment. it can detect and alert the proper authorities to any tampering of a medical device. if a psim is

in use, organizations no longer have to watch their physical assets from the outside. they can now continuously monitor the internal environment. a psim system provides an
efficient way of managing physical security. psims have several very important job functions. for example, psims can automatically report to the proper authorities of any abnormal

activity, even if the physical security system is not directly affected. they can track the location of assets, track activities such as when a door is opened or closed, record when a
key is used, and track the times when devices were opened or closed. psims are a flexible and efficient way of keeping security current and helping to reduce the labor costs

associated with physical security.
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psim can simulate power systems and networks to analyze the effects of component failures, faults,
and outages. engineers, designers, and operators can use psim to test the robustness of a system
before deployment. for example, they can test the system using different fault scenarios and apply
fault detection and isolation algorithms to determine how the system will react when a fault occurs.

psim can simulate the effects of power grid emergencies, such as blackouts, brownouts, or line
tripping, on power systems. for example, psim can automatically detect and locate transmission line

outages. once the outage has been detected, psim can simulate the behavior of the grid as it
transitions from one state to the next. engineers, designers, and operators can use psim to analyze
how a power system reacts when a specific fault, disturbance, or outage occurs. this analysis can be
done quickly and easily using real-time visualization tools to explore a wide range of scenarios. using
psim, utilities can manage their asset management and reporting processes. in the above example,

the utility can put a service tag on the asset, associate multiple reporting attributes with the tag, and
correlate the asset with other critical data. upon the detection of a potential issue, the utility can use
psim’s correlation engine to automatically send notifications to the appropriate personnel and even

apply best practices or remedial actions before the incident escalates. the report generator and web-
based dashboard can also help utilities manage the corrective actions taken on a specific issue. if

psim is able to identify the problem, it can provide detailed information on why the asset is unable to
perform at its optimal capacity. the report generator can tell the utility whether the problem is

preventable and how it may be avoided in the future. 5ec8ef588b
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